Spy Feeds McGovern GOP Secrets

Arlington, Va., Nov. 11 – George McGovern is taking over as the Democratic National Committee chairman for the Westmore apartment complex in New York. The Westmore is a 10-story high-rise building that houses the McGovern campaign headquarters. The McGovern campaign has been closely following the Westmore apartment complex, which is located in the heart of New York City.

The Democratic National Committee asked McGovern to move into the Westmore as a way to increase his visibility and access to potential voters. The move is expected to help boost McGovern's campaign efforts.

UCLA Upset

Top of the Morning


SUNDAY EDITION

U.N. Council Called

United Nations News – China’s Ambassador Young has expressed the U.N. Security Council’s support for a new resolution that would prevent the use of force by any member of the Council. The resolution, which was drafted by the United States, has been strongly opposed by China.

The resolution would prohibit the use of force by any member of the Council that is not represented in the Council itself. China has said that the resolution is a violation of its rights as a member of the Council and that it will not support the resolution.

Women’s History Month

The 2023 Women’s History Month is being celebrated with a variety of events and initiatives to acknowledge the contributions of women to society. The focus this year is on the importance of women’s leadership and resilience.

Six Babies Die in Wrecks

Two people were killed in a fiery crash that occurred on a Florida highway. The crash occurred near Tallahassee, Florida.

The crash involved a car and a truck, and both vehicles were involved in the accident. The cause of the crash is under investigation.

Crash Kills General

Ralph Theodore Poland, age 78, of Winter Park, Florida, died in a crash that occurred on a Florida highway. The crash occurred near Orlando, Florida.

Poland was the former mayor of Winter Park, and had served as a member of the Florida Senate. He was also a retired colonel in the U.S. Army.

The crash involved a car and a truck, and both vehicles were involved in the accident. The cause of the crash is under investigation.

Crash Kills General

Two people were killed in a fiery crash that occurred on a Florida highway. The crash occurred near Orlando, Florida.

The crash involved a car and a truck, and both vehicles were involved in the accident. The cause of the crash is under investigation.
Water Effort Urged

ALPARE, the all-terrain land-speed record car resembling a VIEW model airplane, is shown here on the half-mile course of the Santa Anna airport. It is built by the late L. A. McElroy, who was killed in a plane crash in the 1940s. The car was used in the 1950s by the Alparr brothers, a pair of American pilots, and is now on display at the Alparr Air Museum at Chino, Calif.
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Bomb Error Kills 4 Allied Soldiers

Greed, Luck Tamed Key Success Factors
Americans Fear 'Worst' For Viet Rainy Season

Soviet Grain Deal Charges Traded By Butz, McGovern

Light Whiskey Gets Mixed Reviews Here

Some Retailers Unhappy With Soles

Victim Views Police Photos

World Briefs

Jordan Asks Peace Talks

Wealthy Rancher Kidnapped

Red Atrocity Described

Students Riot In India

Comedians Confined

Venus' Surface Darkened

Germans Guard Jews

Save on Sears

"Footlights" Carpet Tough Enough for Your Kitchen... Beautiful Enough for Any Room

A Great Week At
First Church of the Nazarene
318 E. Douglas St., Wichita City, Kansas

Original Nylon

Decorative Drapery Accessories

Antique Silk Embroidery

All Silk Embroidery

Camel Hair

Jimma's

Elegant

Embossed Flocked

New York"
Pre-Season Heating Sale

**Sears**

SAVE $34.96! Space-Saver 75,000 BTU Gas Furnace

Regular $624.55

**189**

Kitchen Modernization Sale

Finely Crafted Mediterranean Style Cabinets

25% OFF!

Sunday and Monday Only

[Picture of Modern Cabinets]

Save on Appliances, Too!

Kenmore Trash Compactor

Regular $179.99

**224**

Sears 6-HP Shredder-Bagger

Regular $149.99

**149**

Buy 6...SAVE $17.94! Storm Windows

Regular $66.99

**66**

Your Choice

Portable Tools

**38**

Save $105.10

1-HP Sprayer with a 3-Gallon Paint Tank

Regular $229.99

**199**

Save $180.10! 2-HP Sprayer Outfit

Regular $299.99

**299**

Save $60! 3/4-HP Portable Paint Sprayer

Regular $239.99

**139**

Save $9.22

Sawdust Party SALE

Highest Quality Horse Whisks $1.00

Cushion-Soft Handled Kitchen Tools $1.99

Cut Your Work in Half — Dual-Headed Shredders $1.99

**199**

Your Choice

SAVE 80.11%! 10-in. Radial Arm Saw

Regular $56.88

**38**

SAVE $56.88! 10-in. Bench Saw Combination

Regular $56.88

**38**

Save $15.11 to $23.11! Elegant Chandeliers and Pendants

Regular $299.99

**29**

Shop Today! 1 P.M. to 10 P.M. Monday - Saturday 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Gov. Hall Denies Knowledge Of Fund Solicitations

Now Sell 
ZENITH

Home Entertainment Products

OPEN 10-12 1-9 P.M. (See Store For Hours)

12 X 12 GIANT SCREEN CONSOLE

FREE CHROMACOLOR

25 GIANT-SCREEN CONSOLE

- new, brighter picture
- one-button tuning
- 100% solid-state chassis

Shop Good Year for the lowest prices on Zenith console color television.

SOLID-STATE CONSOLE STEREO

19" TABLE COLOR TV

FREE 15-DAY TRIAL IN YOUR HOME

COMPLETE SATISFACTION OR RETURN THE TELEVISION

If within the home it is purchased in, and the television can be returned in the same condition with the accessories, the complete purchase price will be refunded. The return must be made within 15 days of purchase.

19" PORTABLE TV

"OKLAHOMA'S SAVINGS HEADQUARTERS FOR ZENITH"

$338

$348

$128

$88

"IT'S NOT TOO LATE..."

To Enroll At South Oklahoma City Junior College

It's Too Late--Late In College, But Not At All In South Community College

WALK-IN ENROLLMENT 9 A.M. TO 5 P.M. SEPTEMBER 18 TO SEPTEMBER 22

CALL 485-1410 OR COME BY OUR CAMPUS AT 7777 SOUTH HIGHWAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

Questions about loans? We'll answer them.

REX PRYVETT
Corporation Commission

"It's never too late..."
YANKS LOSE, OR DID THEY?

U.S. Protest Certain, Iba Says After Loss

Yank Jumper Wins

Vols Strike Late To Shellack Tech

Trojans Ax Hogs, 31-10

Dallas Gets By Raiders
Robertson Running Better

TOM WRIGHT
Executive Sports Editor

Pirates Win, Near Crown

Baltimore Nabs Pair

FOOTBALL SCORES

Bulldogs Nudge
Louisianans, 7-3

Rice Shocks
Houston, 14-13

K-STATE, BUFFS WIN--BARELY

Tulsa's 13-0 Lead
Erased By Wildcats

Colorado Slips Past
Cal, 20-10

Jays Lose In Final Minute

Pokes Pick
3 Captains

Clemson's
13-0 Winner

Huskies Avoid
Tie By Pacific

Seminole Bump Pit

Hornet Offense

Injured Driver
Fakes Surgery

WE REMEDY SICK MOBILE HOMES
If you have mobile home illness, do not waste your time with a public works fund. We have your mobile home illness covered. By calling us today you can begin to live the mobile home illness free life you deserve. Call us today for a free consultation. Call us now. Call us immediately. Call us immediately. Call us immediately.
Fall Leagues Forming

Grid Powers Start Quickly

Baseball Averages

Stock Cars Roll Again During Fair

Gals' Tennis To End Here?

Sooner Scene

GOP Elects Helen Salmon

128 Pass State Test For Nurses

CHRIS RUSCHA

Club Pros Stay Busy

Deficit's Culprit

Interest Rate Increase Seen

Billie Jean Wins Title

Vigilantes Ride Again In Waco

Orange Rolls Past Temple

McKee To Head Association

It's Tar Heels In 28-18 Win

Vitamin Reported Dangerous

The Amateur News Practitioners Society held its final meeting of the year last week at the White Glove restaurant. The meeting was well attended and the officers and members discussed some of the activities that have been taking place during the past several months. The society has been working hard to promote and support local amateur news organizations, and it was encouraging to see such a large turnout.

The society also announced that it will be hosting a special event in the near future, which will be open to all members and their guests. More details will be released soon, so be sure to keep an eye on the society's website for updates.

In other news, the Amateur News Practitioners Society has been working closely with local universities to establish new chapters and promote the importance of amateur journalism. So far, the society has been successful in its efforts, and it is hoped that more students and professionals will join the movement.

The society would like to thank all of its members for their support and dedication to the cause. Together, we can make a difference in the world of journalism and ensure that our voices are heard.

Lewis A. Everidge Services Monday

J. McLean Of Yukon Dies At 76

Lowton Hails NCRA Race

More Rain In Forecast

Air Force Ace Gets 1.3 Medals

Split To Appear On Hope Special

Retired Col. James H. "Jim" Lowton, a former Oklahoma State Fair grand marshal and recipient of the College National Rodeo Association's Outstanding Alumni Award, was recently honored with a special ceremony in his hometown of Wagoner, Oklahoma. The ceremony took place in the town square, where Lowton was presented with a plaque and a special coin to commemorate his achievements.

The ceremony included remarks from local officials and guests, who praised Lowton for his contributions to the community and the sport of rodeo. "Jim" was a respected and beloved figure in the town, and his legacy will be remembered for years to come.

In other news, the National Rodeo Congress (NCRA) has announced the results of its recent competition in Oklahoma City. The event was held at the OKC Fairgrounds and featured some of the top riders and horses from across the country.

The NCRA is a non-profit organization that promotes the sport of rodeo and supports its athletes. The organization has been in operation for over 60 years and has played a significant role in the growth and development of the sport.

In related news, the NCRA has announced that it will be hosting a special event in the near future, which will feature some of the top performers from the recent competition. More information about the event will be released soon, so be sure to check the NCRA's website for updates.

In conclusion, the Amateur News Practitioners Society is proud to announce the establishment of a new chapter at the University of Oklahoma. The chapter will be open to all students and faculty members who are interested in journalism and want to make a difference in the community.

The society would like to thank the University of Oklahoma for its support and dedication to the cause. Together, we can make a difference in the world of journalism and ensure that our voices are heard.
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Weekly Wide Line Record Of New York Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New York Exchange

Continued from page 20
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London Broil Steak</td>
<td>98¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rump Roast</td>
<td>89¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirloin Tip Roast</td>
<td>$1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Roast</td>
<td>98¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey Breast</td>
<td>.78¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacon Breast</td>
<td>.58¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Baked&quot; Turkey</td>
<td>2 lb. $1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Baked&quot; Turkey</td>
<td>3 lb. $2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Delicious Apples</td>
<td>3 lb. 69¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Sunfruit</td>
<td>6 lb. 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit Cocktail</td>
<td>4 cans 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet Tissue</td>
<td>8 rolls 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner Drinks</td>
<td>4 cans 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner Drinks</td>
<td>24 oz. 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niblet’s Corn</td>
<td>5 oz. 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Cream</td>
<td>53¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MEAT DEPT. SPECIALS**

- U.S.A. Choice Boneless Turkey Breast
- BACON Breast
- "Baked" Turkey

**NEW CROP**
- California Sunfruit
- Oranges

**FRONTIER PRESERVES**
- 3 lb. 99¢

**WAGNER DRINKS**
- 4 cans 1.00

**NIBLET’S CORN**
- 5 oz. 1.00

**ICE CREAM**
- 53¢

**FROZEN FOOD SPECIALS**
- Ham, Chicken, Turkey, Ice Cream, etc.
- Tittos Pizza
- Totino's Pizza
- Vegetables
- Grape Juice
- Cream Pies
- Towels
- Appian Way Pizza

**DISCOUNT GROCERY**
- Syrup
- Peas
- Potato Chips

**CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING INDEX**
There's more of everything in THE OKLAHOMA JOURNAL. Want ads? More advertisements — More Reader Interest — More Results. DIAL 797-4811
PUT YOUR FINGER ON WHAT YOU WANT WITH A WANT AD!

The Oklahoma Journal
PHONE 737-6811
Oldsmobile's 1973 Cutlass 'S' Colonnade Hardtop Coupe

Another Look at the New Cars

New Cutlass Leads Oldsmobile's 1973 Lines

Oldsmobile's 1973 line-up is highlighted by the new Cutlass, which is the first in the family to receive the Colonnade hardtop treatment. This innovation, borrowed from foreign makes, is designed to improve both styling and passenger comfort. The Cutlass is joined by the Delta 88, Ninety-Eight, and Ninety-Eight Royale, all of which receive new styling and increased comfort features.

Polara Custom Gets New Look

Polara Custom

Sleek Monaco

The 1973 Monaco features a new grille design, enhanced with chrome trim along the sides and front. The grille is flanked by large, rectangular headlamps, giving the car a distinctive look.

Fashion Watch

Keeping a fashion watch on the latest trends, the Oklahoma Journal presents a selection of the newest accessories and styles. From chic handbags to stylish footwear, our Fashion Watch columnist highlights the latest looks that will keep you stylish and on-trend.
Sears Custom Recovers... All That's New in Slip Covers
Choose from 10 Different Fabrics...Array of Colors
Regular 12 x 12 $4.00 Yard to $5.00 Yard

SAVE 20% to 25%
On Special Group of Custom Recover Fabrics for One Week Only!
Clotheslines...by Marylon

New ‘Cosmetic Bifocals’ Are Boon To Vain Woman

DEAR MARYLAN: You are quite a cologne queen, as the present but cobweb-covered can of bottle perfume was a gift from your loyal admirer. The recent appearance with you, on the scene of the TV show "Glamorama," must have been a revelation to your admirers. Thank you for sharing your knowledge and affection.

DEAR MARYLAN: We have been looking for several years for a solution to this problem. The cosmetic bifocals are a great help! They are very comfortable and do not interfere with vision. We are considering purchasing them for all our members. Can you please provide us with more information about these bifocals?

DEAR MARYLAN: Why not consider cosmetic lenses with a prescription? They are available in many colors and styles to enhance the appearance of your eyes. Please let us know if you are interested in exploring this option.

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the possibility of using cosmetic lenses. Can you provide us with more information about the potential benefits of using cosmetic lenses?

DEAR MARYLAN: Our club is considering the use of cosmetic lenses as a means of increasing our membership. Can you provide us with more information about the potential benefits of using cosmetic lenses?

DEAR MARYLAN: We have been considering the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the cost. Are there any discounts or special offers available for club members?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the availability of materials. Can you provide us with more information about the availability of cosmetic lenses?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the time commitment required for treatments. Can you provide us with more information about the time commitment required for treatments?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential side effects of treatments. Can you provide us with more information about the potential side effects of treatments?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the long-term effects of treatments. Can you provide us with more information about the long-term effects of treatments?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the maintenance required for treatments. Can you provide us with more information about the maintenance required for treatments?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the effectiveness of treatments. Can you provide us with more information about the effectiveness of treatments?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for inaccurate prescriptions. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for inaccurate prescriptions?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for infections. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for infections?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for spread of germs. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for spread of germs?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for allergic reactions. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for allergic reactions?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to contact lenses. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to contact lenses?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to surgical procedures. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to surgical procedures?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to injections. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to injections?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to implants. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to implants?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to implants. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to implants?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to implants. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to implants?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to implants. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to implants?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to implants. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to implants?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to implants. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to implants?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to implants. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to implants?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to implants. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to implants?

DEAR MARYLAN: We are interested in the use of cosmetic lenses, but we are concerned about the potential for complications due to implants. Can you provide us with more information about the potential for complications due to implants?
I Can't Believe I Bought The Whole Thing

HANCOCKS
MANAGER

BRUSHED LUMBER
JACK PLAIDS

Soft Washable
36 In. Wide
36% Rayon Quality

$2.98

Tennessee Beeswax, Diers, and Siding

24 In. Wide

WASHABLE WOOLENS

Soft Washable

$3.98

Ocean Blue, Wool

$4.49

Gray, Wool 36% Rayon

$4.98

65 In. Wide

Ribless & Wide Web

CORDUROY

100/G. Cotton

$1.09

Narrow Web

48 In. Wide

Polyester Double Knits

$2.44

48 In. Wide

INTERFACING

6 YDS.

LACE

4 YDS.

$1

10¢

NEVER BEFORE A SELECTION LIKE THIS!

ALL AREFINEST QUALITY

100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNIT STORY

6 YDS.

ACRYLIC DOUBLE KNITS

FROM

$4.98

*Stenciled Novelty Knits
* Coordinate Knits
* Novelty Knit Sales
* Machine Washable

HELP US CLEAN UP SOME OF OUR LABOR DAY VALUES...NOW THEY'RE BARGAINS

HANCOCK FABRICS

533 HANCOCKS
FIRST FOR CUSTOM MAIN DRAPE ROOMS

311 W. 43,11
HOLLYWOOD CENTER
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

154 W. 38
UPPERWORLD
NEW YORK, N.Y.

1554 E. 7th St.
HOLLYWOOD LOBBY
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

728 E. 7th St.
HANCOCK SHIRTING, LTD.
PORTLAND, ORE.
Generous Sizing...Generous Savings!

SAVE 10% on plus-size Panty Hose

Reg. 2 for $1.00 to 2.75 Pair

At last...panty hose for the plus figure! Famous 200, 400 and 600-count panties specially made in 60 sizes in all colors and styles for the plus figure. Each pair is guaranteed to fit perfectly. Ask for yours today!

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE

Sears

Sports for
Hard-to-Find
Sizes 38 to 44

10% OFF!

Entire stock

Pants...Pantsuits
Pant Tops...Jeans
Sweaters

Lucky Lucky You if you
want hardwood floor
and 3-B "W"
but you can SAVE
10% on your purchase at
Sears. Fashionable look
pantys, pantsuits, jeans
sweaters...very fine
merchandise...really save.

CHARGE IT on Sears Revolving Charge

Gulf States Theatres

Now playing:

- "The Great Sioux Uprising"
- "The Winning Team"
- "The Man from Snowy River"
- "The Robin Hood Legend"
- "The Champion"
- "The Captain"
- "The Railroad"
- "The Texas Rangers"
- "The Outlaw"
- "The Missouri

Film Faire

Don Ameche
Due In City

Don Ameche

The play was special
for three reasons...first,
the 20th and in the
theatrical world, the
theater's best known
actors. Now in its fourth
season, it has become
widely popular among
audiences in New York
and across the country.
The play features a
powerful cast, including
Don Ameche as the
Vizzini, as well as
Oscar-winning actor
Richard Harris as the
Knight. The play has
received critical acclaim,
and has been extended
successively for a record
number of performances.

Gulf States Theatres
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Brando Retiring?

All the bright of his acting career — indeed, much of his entire life — was illuminated by acting genius, multi-talented Marlon Brando. In a world that is known for its starry-eyed adoration, Brando was a true icon, a force to be reckoned with.

Brando's later years were marked by a cavalcade of rumblings, with the actor's public image being somewhat tarnished by personal controversies and legal battles. However, despite these challenges, Brando's legacy remains intact, and his influence on the acting world is undeniable. His raw energy and his unique ability to captivate an audience were what made him a superstar, and it is safe to say that Brando's impact on the world of cinema and entertainment will not be soon forgotten.

The end of Brando's acting career came as a shock to many, but it was also a testament to his courage and his commitment to his craft. Throughout his life, Brando was known for his dedication to his art, and it was this dedication that propelled him to the pinnacle of his profession. As he steps away from the spotlight, it is clear that Brando will be remembered not only for his talent, but for his integrity and his influence on the world of acting.

Last Brando Film?

Brando's last film, "Last Tango in Paris," which he also directed, was released in 1973. The film was a critical and commercial success, and it cemented Brando's legacy as one of the greatest actors of all time. Despite the success of the film, Brando was not interested in pursuing a career in directing, and he retired from acting shortly after the film's release. His decision to retire was influenced by a desire to protect his privacy and his family, as well as a desire to explore new creative avenues. Brando's impact on the world of acting will continue to be felt for generations to come, and his contributions to the art of film will be remembered for years to come.

Oklahoma Theme Guides Poet's Pen

STEINBECK — A young Oklahoma poet interested in the life and work of John Steinbeck is determining to make his mark in the literary world. Patience Patterson, 23, has been writing poetry since he was a child, and he has now decided to pursue a career in poetry. Patterson, who is currently a student at the University of Oklahoma, has been inspired by the work of Steinbeck, and he hopes to follow in the footsteps of the great writer.

Patterson's poetry is characterized by a deep understanding of the human condition, and he has been praised for his ability to capture the essence of the human experience in his writing. His poems often deal with themes of love, loss, and the human condition, and his work has been compared to the work of such great poets as Robert Frost, Emily Dickinson, and William Wordsworth.

Recent prints by central Oklahoma poet have been featured in a number of literary journals and magazines, and Patterson is currently working on a collection of poems that he hopes to publish in the near future. He is also working on a novel, and he plans to submit his work to publishers in the hopes of securing a book deal.

Patterson's poetry is a testament to the power of the human spirit, and his work serves as a reminder of the beauty and the complexity of the human experience. His writing is a gift to those who seek to understand the nature of the human condition, and his work will no doubt continue to inspire and to influence readers for generations to come.

Prof's Prints On Exhibit

Recent prints by Central Baptist College professor Dan F. White will be on exhibit at the Oklahoma City Art League through July 31 in the exhibition "Special Events." The prints are a collection of works that focus on the theme of the human condition, and they explore the complex relationships between humans and the natural world.

White's prints are characterized by a deep sense of spirituality, and they are a testament to the beauty of the natural world. His work is a reminder of the importance of nature, and it is a celebration of the human spirit. The prints are a powerful reminder of the interconnectedness of all things, and they are a celebration of the beauty of the world that surrounds us.

The exhibition is open to the public, and it is a wonderful opportunity to see the work of this talented artist. The prints are on display at the Oklahoma City Art League, and they are a testament to the power of art to inspire and to uplift.

Happy Birthday

This year marks the 100th birthday of one of the most beloved writers in the English language, Jane Austen. Austen was a true master of the novel, and her works continue to be read and enjoyed by millions of people around the world.

Austen was a prolific writer, and she is known for her sharp wit, her biting satire, and her ability to capture the essence of the human condition. Her works are a celebration of the beauty of the human spirit, and they are a reminder of the importance of love, friendship, and family.

Austen's legacy is a testament to the power of the written word, and her works continue to inspire and to uplift readers of all ages. Her works are a reminder of the beauty of the human spirit, and they are a celebration of the power of literature to enrich our lives.

Special Event

TULSA — Tulsa civic leaders are planning a special event to celebrate the birthday of their favorite author, Oscar Wilde. The event will be held on October 17, and it will feature a reading of Oscar Wilde's most famous works, as well as a performance by a local actor.

The event is a wonderful opportunity to celebrate the life and the work of this brilliant writer. It is a reminder of the power of art to inspire and to uplift, and it is a celebration of the beauty of the human spirit.

Join us on October 17 for the celebration of Oscar Wilde's birthday, and let's celebrate the beauty of the written word and the power of literature to enrich our lives.
Nature Reigns At Park

"ELVIS, The Great Escape!" - The scenes are long, and the story is exciting. It's a simple escape, but the excitement is in the survival of the nation’s newest wildlife reserve. The escape is not only thrilling, but also educational. For visitors near the Lincoln National Wildlife Refuge in New Mexico, it means a trip into the colorful and often dangerous world of wildlife. The Lincoln National Wildlife Refuge celebrates "The Great Escape" with a series of events throughout the month of August.

St. John’s Wood

Firewood For your Neighbors and Their Pleasure.

King's Head Club

OUTRIGGER CLUB HORE.

Sunday is Family Day

IN THE HABANA INN

HABANA INN

ADULTS $7.50 CHILDREN $5.00

FABULOUS ENTERTAINMENT AMONG LATIN FLAVORS

IN LINCOLN PLAZA

SHOWS 10 A.M. AND 4 P.M.

ON THE GOVERNOR’S CLUB

OKLAHOMA CITY CIVIC CENTER MUSIC HALL

TUES. OCT. 10 & 11

MARGARET WHEATING

BIRTHDAY BUDDY

HAPPY

WE ALL

LOVE YOU!

Society To Hold Tryouts

Oklahoma City civic center. The Oklahoma City Civic Center will hold auditions for its annual production of "The Wizard of Oz" on the evening of Wednesday. The auditions will be held in the auditorium of the Civic Center and will be open to anyone interested in participating in the production.

Studying Says I V

Missing Market

Wrigley's gum is emasculating. This statement from a University of Illinois professor has raised questions about the role of gender-based advertising in society. The professor, who has conducted extensive research on gender stereotypes, argues that Wrigley's gum is an example of how such stereotypes can be harmful to society.
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Theatre Center Plotting Community Involvement

OTC Director Optimistic

by BETTIE DAVIS

Low Doris, who has long been a force in Oklahoma City in local theatre and community affairs, will soon find herself in a new role as director of the Oklahoma City Theatre Center (OTC). The move is part of the theatre's plan to expand its community outreach and involve more people in its activities.

"I'm very excited about this new role," Doris said. "I've always believed in the power of theatre to bring people together and to create a sense of community. I think the Theatre Center has the potential to be a really strong force in Oklahoma City." Doris has spent most of her career in theatre, working with a variety of organizations and companies. She has been involved in community theatre for many years, and is known for her energetic and enthusiastic approach.

She said that her goal as director will be to increase the Theatre Center's visibility and to engage more people in its activities. "I want to make sure that everyone in the community knows about the Theatre Center and the great things we're doing," she said. "I think we have a real opportunity to make a difference in people's lives through theatre." Doris is looking forward to the challenges of her new role, and is confident that she can help the Theatre Center reach its full potential.

"I'm really looking forward to getting started," she said. "I'm excited to be part of such a great organization and to work with such a talented group of people." Doris is a native Oklahoman and has lived in Oklahoma City for many years. She is married and has two children.

Theatre Center officials are hopeful that Doris will be able to help the Theatre Center achieve its goals and reach new heights. "We're really looking forward to working with Doris," said Theatre Center Executive Director John Smith. "She's a tremendous asset and we're confident that she'll be able to help us do great things." Smith said that Doris's experience in theatre and community affairs makes her an ideal choice for the role of director.
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MOOG Comes Of Age

By Art Glenn
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Colored Etchings Showing
A collection of colored etchings for Joseph Michael William Turner is on display through Sept. 3 at the Chisholm Manusum of Art at Midland.

Turner, 1775-1851, is known
d as one of the two greatest landscape painters in British history and was a contemporary of the other great landscap
 painter, John Constable.

Turner was a great artist, his
drawings are famous, but his
tempera and oil paintings are the most admired.

This Is The Place To Be
Take Two Aspirin...and Bingo!

An "underground," Nathaniel Weeks bingo game is the newest in our community. Depending on how much you want to play, you can win big prizes. The first game is set for 7 p.m. this week.

A World Premiere!
The new, summertime classic of the
telurely, "Dark Secret," by James Fonger will be shown Tuesday, July 7.

Dark Secret

The new, summertime classic of the
telurely, "Dark Secret," by James Fonger will be shown Tuesday, July 7.

'CHitler' Tense In Last Days

London — "Hitler will use you at once," a woman's
words were cold and concise. "Then, after the
betrayal, when all is said and done, the news will come.

This is the Place To Be
Is This A Loving Father-In-Law?

Paul had had a daughter, and she'd gained on approval after a year's marriage. And an
inexpensive, not expensive, but it would have been better.

A World Premiere!

The Daughters of Joshua Cabe

Wednesday Movie Of The Week
7:30 pm

Julie Jubilee

Mary Maguire and Ellis Boudoir join
me in a comedy of errors in a sexual
snag. Get tickets now at the box office.
The Julie Andrews Hour
Premiere! 9:00 pm
TV Anniversary? Why Not

"ANNIVERSARY" is no more a special event just when it fits in with the entertainment schedule of networks. For the viewers, the airwaves are in full holiday spirit 24 hours a day. The networks have been programmed to take advantage of the occasion and have scheduled some big events and special programs that viewers will not want to miss.

The ABC network is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year. That is why ABC is planning a special evening of programs. The network has scheduled some special events and some reruns of classic shows that viewers can enjoy.

The CBS network is also celebrating its anniversary. The network has scheduled some special events and some reruns of classic shows that viewers can enjoy.

The NBC network is also celebrating its anniversary. The network has scheduled some special events and some reruns of classic shows that viewers can enjoy.

The Fox network is also celebrating its anniversary. The network has scheduled some special events and some reruns of classic shows that viewers can enjoy.

The evening news programs of all networks are also celebrating their anniversary. The networks have scheduled some special events and some reruns of classic shows that viewers can enjoy.
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**SUNDAY**

**This Week's Television Movie Schedule**

**SUNDAY**

**FAX** (1968) starring Tony Randall

**WEDNESDAY**

**The Big Guy and the Man**

**THURSDAY**

**The Streets Of San Francisco**

8:00 pm

**FRIDAY**

**Saturday On 5**

---

**TUESDAY**

**A Fallen Angel**

---

**This Is The Place To Be**

**A Merry Chase!**

---

**MARSHALL'S**

**Great Looks**

**The Time Is Right and The Boots Are Here, Just In Step For The Fall Fashion Scene**

$18.00  Zipper Boot

$20.00  Pull On Boot

BLACK ONLY

---

**THURSDAY**

**The Streets Of San Francisco**

A special two-hour premiere!

8:00 pm
ASK THEM YOURSELF

FOR ANDY WILLIAMS
You've played a lot of nightclubs in your time. Jones: You ever found that the class of people you've had to deal with can be pretty rough?—I. S., Kilgore, Texas
<< I was once, I remember when I was just a kid and making a living in clubs. One of those was the Money Cafe in St. Louis. I was standing in the club near the back stage waiting to be introduced. Suddenly a guy put a gun up to my head and said, "You know what?" To my surprise, he let me go. I've never been shot.>>

FOR REP. EMANUEL Celler of New York
You've been in Congress during nine administrations. Which President was the most influential in getting his bills through Congress, and why?—E. C. Church, Pawtucket, R.I.
<< I'd have to say Kennedy. He was a master at strategy, communication, and getting things done.>>

FOR BOB BARKER of "Trek or Consequence"
Why is it that audiences laughing when you show them the slide of Steve Goldin's, Goldtop, Minn.
<< That's a "music" version of the show. During this time, "Trek or Consequence" was a hit in the nation's late-night show lineup. Now it's a whole new show, and there's only one way of giving another audience a chance, and that's giving them a chance to see the real thing.>>

FOR DEAN MARTIN
On TV, you're an ebullient host. In these pictures you're about to do a show with Dean Martin. What's your favorite TV experience?—M. McDonald Parks, Roanoke, Va.
<< It's a little tough to say good-bye to my old friends.>>

FOR FRED PERRY
Do you still do all the coaching when you entertain?—Bette Crostina, Yuma, Ariz.
<< Yes, I do. I'm still do all the coaching and playing, even when I have a lot of contracts to fill. I'm not going to give up on anything just because the coaching's too much.>>

FOR CAESAR ROMANO
Although your name is Caesar, do you ever get asked to appear in a show that's not about Caesar?—T. R. Cheyenne City, N.M.
<< I've had a few requests to appear in a show that's not about Caesar. I've never had any trouble with either.>>
It was not a pleasant experience, but it was necessary. I had to be in the hospital for about a week. And because it wasn't a pleasant one, I suppose I'll just have to get used to it.

A few days before I was due to be released, the doctor called me into his office. He told me that I was doing well and that I could be discharged the following day. I was overjoyed, but then he added that I had to come back for a follow-up appointment in a few months.

I went back to the hospital for the follow-up appointment. The doctor was initially pleased with my progress, but then he noticed something that was worrying him. He asked me if I had experienced any pain or discomfort in my stomach.

I told him that I had been feeling a bit off lately, but I didn't think it was anything serious. The doctor insisted that I see him as soon as possible, so I agreed.

The doctor diagnosed me with a condition that required surgery. I was scared, but I knew that it was necessary. I had to have the surgery on the same day as my follow-up appointment.

I was taken to the operating room and given general anesthesia. The surgery went well, and I was able to go home the next day.

I had to take it easy for a few weeks after the surgery, but I was grateful to be able to get back to my normal life. I still had to go for regular check-ups, but I was happy to know that I was on the road to recovery.

There have been some challenges along the way, but I'm determined to overcome them. I know that I have a lot to live for, and I won't let anything stop me from enjoying my life to the fullest.
GREATEST HITS OF THE

Any 14 hit records... only $2.86

50's, 60's and 70's! --by the artists who made them famous!
Do Your "Signals" Speak Louder Than Words?

True or False: People use clothes as a means of communicating with others. (See answer 5.)

By John E. Gibson

Communication—making yourself understood, getting your message across—is, overcoming your thoughts, feelings, desires or whatever is essential in almost every endeavor. For the ability to communicate is very "connect" with people is one of the greatest assets a person can possess. In this True or False quiz, we take a look at it.

TRUE OR FALSE?

1. When you communicate motivation has more effect on people than what you say.
2. You can see laughter in every part of your message that they are not aware of putting on.
3. There are really no cheerful signals that people have been known to do with their head, voice or emotions.
4. The art of getting to the heart of any person is to let your emotions show you what you feel about him—body, language and others.
5. People use clothes as a means of communicating with others.

ANSWERS

1. True. Studies have shown that motivation has more effect on people than what you say.
2. False. Laughter provides one of the most effective ways of handling embarrassing situations that get you by your grasp. It is the greatest weapon you can have in any situation. It is the greatest weapon you can have in any situation.
3. False. Physical gestures such as pointing, waving, moving the head, voice or emotion are all used not only in the theater but also in everyday life.
4. True. The path to winning the heart of any person is to let your emotions show you what you feel about him—body, language and others.
5. True. People use clothes as a means of communicating with others.
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ROGERS DECORATION OF INDEPENDENCE FREEDOM

A new look, a new color, a new style. ROGERS DECORATION OF INDEPENDENCE FREEDOM is the new look, the new color, the new style. ROGERS DECORATION OF INDEPENDENCE FREEDOM is the new look, the new color, the new style.
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Why Were Bankers Warned That This "New Book Could Upset the Savings Applecart"?

How to Make Up to 13 1/2% or More on Your Savings—All Fully Insured

There are many things that people don't talk about. They don't talk about the fact that they do, indeed, pay interest rates of 8%, 10%, 13 1/2%, and often more in the form of known savings deposits.

What the difference between these terms and the savings deposits you discuss is that the interest rates are not published at the time you deposit your money. They are not published until you withdraw your money. The interest rates are not published at the time you deposit your money. They are not published until you withdraw your money.

The interest rates are not published at the time you deposit your money. They are not published until you withdraw your money. The interest rates are not published at the time you deposit your money. They are not published until you withdraw your money.

Read What the Banking Industry Does says

Archives: Bankers, Accountants, Economists, Insurance Brokers, Businessmen. Why do they think you should pay interest on your savings? Why do they think you should pay interest on your savings? Why do they think you should pay interest on your savings?
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Prove Every Penny of It Yourself—Finned and Sunk

The tax money that you pay is your money. There is no need to prove anything. If you prove that the tax money that you pay is your money, then you have proven that your money is being spent properly. If you prove that the tax money that you pay is your money, then you have proven that your money is being spent properly.
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Even if you're basically beautiful - eyes, hair, figure, smile - bad skin can turn it all off... unless you say good-bye to ACNE!

Senti Skin Care Institute (the largest in the world) for special treatment and professional instruction.

Later at home, Diane threw away her old acne remedies, soaps and masks. By coincidence the show on the TV set and there was Madame Senti (Edith Senti is so popular in Canada that she is seen on network television four times a week, in her award-winning Ladies of Beauty programs series.) Diane recalled Madame Senti saying: "A professional beauty prescription is more than skin needs, it's an adjusted skin beauty program. At our Senti, highly trained skin beauty takes up professional the study of the 100% client." Diane had been impressed by Madame Senti's "know how" exactly what to do to help you overcome problem skin. She had studied the skin scientifically. They have worked in collaboration with hand dermatologists and know how to bring out the body's natural beauty that hides behind so many poorly used cosmetics.

Captivated by the natural charm and beauty of Madame Senti, Diane returned home with some professional help, the Senti Senti private Acne Treatment Program. To her delight, everything worked beautifully: in less than two weeks of faithful care, Diane saw definite improvement in her complexion. It seemed like a dream. Smooth, Healthy skin - no irritation, no more friction. By the end of the six month Diane's skin was so improved that she finally sold it to the photographer. The results were beautiful. "You should be a model," she said. For Diane, beautiful skin did make the difference.

Good News! Now you, too, can share Diane's success, and you don't have to go to Canada! For those unable to visit an Senti Beauty Institute, the professional acne treatment program has been specifically created for you. The new skin car line of tubes is easy to use, and it is now available at your local drug store in 2000 outlets throughout the United States. Take one tube of cleanser to the skin. The next step is to apply the Senti Senti Acne Tube. The results are outstanding! Your skin looks beautiful. Your complexion is so much better. The difference is real! Try it, you'll be amazed!"
What You Need to Know if You Own and Love a Cat

By Felicita Ames

1. Know Your Cat

Every cat is different, just like every person. You can’t expect your cat to behave like a human. But you can learn to understand its body language and behavior.

2. Provide for Your Cat

A cat needs a safe, comfortable place to call its own. It also needs regular exercise and an opportunity to run and play. A cat also needs a regular diet of high-quality food. Make sure your cat has access to fresh water at all times.

3. Provide for Your Cat’s Physical Needs

Cats need regular veterinary care to ensure they stay healthy. This includes annual check-ups and vaccinations. Make sure your cat is spayed or neutered to prevent unwanted kittens.

4. Provide for Your Cat’s Emotional Needs

Cats are intelligent and social animals. They enjoy playing and interacting with their human family. Make sure your cat has plenty of opportunities to play and interact with you.

5. Provide for Your Cat’s Safety

Cats are natural predators and can be very dangerous. Make sure your cat is securely fenced in and cannot escape. Also, make sure your cat is not exposed to any hazards such as cars, chemicals, or other dangers.

6. Provide for Your Cat’s Comfort

Cats need a comfortable place to sleep and rest. This can be a cat bed, a cat tree, or a comfortable corner of your home. Make sure your cat has access to a litter box and a regular schedule for cleaning.

7. Provide for Your Cat’s Entertainment

Cats need mental stimulation to stay active and healthy. Provide your cat with toys, such as a catnip toy or a scratching post, to keep them entertained.

8. Provide for Your Cat’s Hygiene

Cats need regular grooming to keep them healthy. This includes brushing, clipping nails, and cleaning ears. Make sure your cat is bathed regularly, especially after being outside.

9. Provide for Your Cat’s Exercise

Cats need regular exercise to stay healthy. Provide your cat with opportunities to run and play, such as a toy or a cat tree.

10. Provide for Your Cat’s Food

Cats need a healthy diet to stay healthy. Provide your cat with high-quality cat food, made specifically for cats.

11. Provide for Your Cat’s Water

Cats need fresh, clean water to drink. Make sure your cat has access to a water bowl at all times.

12. Provide for Your Cat’s Socialization

Cats need socialization to stay healthy. Make sure your cat has opportunities to interact with other cats and humans.

13. Provide for Your Cat’s Safety

Cats are natural predators and can be very dangerous. Make sure your cat is securely fenced in and cannot escape. Also, make sure your cat is not exposed to any hazards such as cars, chemicals, or other dangers.

14. Provide for Your Cat’s Medical Care

Cats need regular veterinary care to ensure they stay healthy. This includes annual check-ups and vaccinations. Make sure your cat is spayed or neutered to prevent unwanted kittens.

15. Provide for Your Cat’s Grooming

Cats need regular grooming to keep them healthy. This includes brushing, clipping nails, and cleaning ears. Make sure your cat is bathed regularly, especially after being outside.

16. Provide for Your Cat’s Exercise

Cats need regular exercise to stay healthy. Provide your cat with opportunities to run and play, such as a toy or a cat tree.

17. Provide for Your Cat’s Food

Cats need a healthy diet to stay healthy. Provide your cat with high-quality cat food, made specifically for cats.

18. Provide for Your Cat’s Water

Cats need fresh, clean water to drink. Make sure your cat has access to a water bowl at all times.

19. Provide for Your Cat’s Socialization

Cats need socialization to stay healthy. Make sure your cat has opportunities to interact with other cats and humans.

20. Provide for Your Cat’s Safety

Cats are natural predators and can be very dangerous. Make sure your cat is securely fenced in and cannot escape. Also, make sure your cat is not exposed to any hazards such as cars, chemicals, or other dangers.
Frog steals coins!

This is a classic tale of a greedy frog who steals coins from a pond. The frog is described as having a green body, a long tail, and a brown head. The pond is filled with water, and there are several coins scattered around, some of which are gold-colored. The frog is shown to be very clever and resourceful, using its webbed feet to grasp the coins and carry them away. The story ends with the frog sitting on a lily pad, looking smug, and holding the coins in its mouth.

Instant Magnetic Bike Garage

Only $19.99

This is an advertisement for a magnetic bike garage that can be mounted on a wall. The garage is designed to hold up to four bikes and is made of durable steel. The ad claims that it will save space and keep bikes away from the elements. The price is listed as $19.99, and the ad encourages readers to order online or by phone. The company is based in Miami, Florida, and offers free shipping on orders over $50.

Smart Cooking

These Old-Time Baking Secrets...

APRICOT JAM BREAD

2 cups flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 cup sugar
1 cup apricot jam
1 egg

Mix ingredients in a bowl, pour into a baking dish, and bake at 350°F for 30 minutes. Serve warm.

Three-Layer Jam Cake

1 cup flour
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 cup butter
1 egg

Mix all ingredients in a bowl, pour into a baking dish, and bake at 350°F for 30 minutes. Serve warm.

SPENCER GIFTS - GREAT SHOPPING IDEAS BY MAIL!

This section is an advertisement for Spencer Gifts, a company that sells a wide variety of gifts and novelty items. The ad features images of gift ideas such as plush toys, jewelry, and home decor. The text encourages readers to shop by mail and offers a variety of discount codes and promotions. The ad also mentions that Spencer Gifts has been in business for over 40 years and is committed to providing quality products and great customer service.

HARDESON-HOST INDUSTRIES, INC.

340 St. James, New York, N.Y. 11780

This is an advertisement for Hardeison-Host Industries, which appears to be a company that specializes in manufacturing and distributing hard materials and products. The ad is not clear about the specific products or services offered, but it does mention that the company is based in New York City and has been in operation since 1954. The ad encourages readers to contact the company for more information or to request a quote.
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The Wife of a Baseball Star - It's Mrs. Bobby Murcer's Life

By Francesca Salin

Kenny Murcer is young, slim, well-groomed and past brush with steroids. She looks the way you'd expect a baseball player's wife to look, but there's more to her than that. Of course, her life is glamorous because of her husband's baseball career, but it's also filled with ups and downs. She's been married to the New York Yankees' star for over a year now, and life hasn't been easy. But she's always been there, through thick and thin.

"I've been here in Oklahoma for a month already," she said. "It's been tough, living away from home, but I'm used to it. It's part of the job." The Murcers have been in Oklahoma since last December, when Bobby was traded to the Yankees by the Kansas City Royals.

"I love Oklahoma," she said. "The people are friendly, and the weather is great. But sometimes, I miss the New York crowd. But I'm not complaining. I'm happy to be with Bobby, even if it means being away from home." The Murcers have three children, a boy and two girls, and they keep busy with their children's activities, as well as Bobby's baseball career.

"I've been there for every game," she said. "I've been to every road game, and every home game. I've been through the good times and the bad times. But I'm always there, for Bobby and the team." The Murcers have been married for over five years, and they've been through a lot together, from the highs to the lows.

"I'm proud of Bobby," she said. "I'm proud of everything he does. He's a great husband, a great father, and a great baseball player." The Murcers have been together for a long time, and they've been through a lot together. They're a strong couple, and they're ready for whatever the future holds.
What in the World!

Anthony and Dareth Hayman find interest
British stage-composer Anthony Newley put a prison detective on the job in Maine where he had been born in 35 years. Months of inveigling, he finally found himself 35-year-old man from Liverpool, New York, personally interviewed him ("the", "this" may come as a shock to you, yes... ") and pulled the man out of Liverpool and moved him into New York's Central Park. And then there's all that new with the British style. He also had 35-year-old friend, Darien Battle (he is also an racing, a well-known racing enthusiast. And great Halloween with the spooky, pumpkin colored paint. Hundreds of other easy-to-doe-it-yourself, holiday, shower and watching crafts, too!)

Quips & Quotes

Armour's Armoury by Richard Armour

Down the Tube

For something that I never knew:

The test tube takes your own body

Armour made to order.

If politics is a game of chess, this election is the one to play as in a new classic set with pieces sculpted from the morn's

Armour's Armoury

NAME OF THE GAME

Kids today play a new game:

The name of this is ZIF Code:

LITTLE EMILY

By Frank Stephenson

I said you to open that door, Paul!

Family Circle, December 1972
YES. Cash/Plus pays you sooner...from 1st day...pays longer than most, up to 25 months and pays in addition to any other hospitalization coverage you have...even Medicare!

hospital expenses today. It certainly won't cover the increasing medical costs in the future. The average person today is not only more interested in saving the extra bills and expenses that build up as they live through these difficult times when a family member is hospitalized.

Every extra dollar you can earn today and use to avoid healing expenses means a lesser claim against your future income. As the cost of medical care continues to rise, and with it the cost of living, it makes sense to do something about it. You can't really save enough. To prove it, just look at cash that life insurance companies are using on extended-term policies. Most of it doesn't come out of cash that you can count on for any emergency, but it's there. In fact, the extra cash that's being spent at present times is probably lower than it was at the same time last year. It isn't that your income isn't there, but you can't account for it. And don't forget the inflation. You have to live with these facts and plan for the future just as you do for the present. And that's where Cash/Plus comes in.

Your extra cash benefits begin the very first day - there's no waiting period - and benefits are paid for as long as you or your family member lives! With a Cash/Plus Plan, you can have cash during an illness, injury, accident or disability. It can be used for any reason. It can be used to help pay medical bills, to buy a new car, to pay for college, to travel, to make improvements, to provide for your family. The benefits are paid as soon as the claim is filed, and there are no deductibles or waiting periods.

All of your earned cash benefits are paid up front, and you can use them immediately. There are no restrictions on how you use the cash. It's yours to use as you see fit. You can use it to pay for medical expenses, to pay for medical expenses, to pay for medical expenses, or to use it for any other purpose you choose. The cash is yours to use as you see fit. It's yours to use as you see fit.

Your Cash/Plus Plan pays you directly in addition to everything you receive from any other insurance company you may have. It's more than just an extra benefit. It's a way to provide income when you need it the most. It's a way to protect your family from financial hardship. It's a way to provide income for your family. It's a way to protect your family. It's a way to protect your family.

A steady flow of extra cash just makes sense. But with extra cash benefits day after day, week after week, month after month paid by your Cash/Plus Plan, you can make a difference in your future. And with your extra cash benefits, you can make a difference in your future. And with your extra cash benefits, you can make a difference in your future. And with your extra cash benefits, you can make a difference in your future.

A steady flow of extra cash just makes sense. But with extra cash benefits day after day, week after week, month after month paid by your Cash/Plus Plan, you can make a difference in your future. And with your extra cash benefits, you can make a difference in your future. And with your extra cash benefits, you can make a difference in your future. And with your extra cash benefits, you can make a difference in your future.

A steady flow of extra cash just makes sense. But with extra cash benefits day after day, week after week, month after month paid by your Cash/Plus Plan, you can make a difference in your future. And with your extra cash benefits, you can make a difference in your future. And with your extra cash benefits, you can make a difference in your future. And with your extra cash benefits, you can make a difference in your future.
24 Important Questions Answered...

1. What is the Cash/Plus Plan?
   The Cash/Plus Plan is a benefit plan that pays you each day you stay in the hospital for a covered service or accident. You can also use any medical expenses at your discretion. Your doctor can submit your claim for reimbursement, and you will receive a refund of any amounts paid.

2. How are claims processed and settled?
   Claims are processed and settled within 30 days of receipt. You will receive a detailed explanation of benefits (EOB) and a receipt for your records.

3. How can I receive cash/plus benefits?
   You can receive cash/plus benefits by deducting the cash/plus amount from your gross income. The cash/plus amount is a percentage of your income and is calculated based on your gross income and the number of dependents claimed.

4. Can cash/plus benefits be used for other purposes?
   Yes, cash/plus benefits can be used for any purpose other than medical expenses. They can be used to pay for tuition, mortgage payments, or any other necessary expenses.

5. What is the maximum benefit amount?
   The maximum benefit amount varies depending on the plan you choose. Typically, it ranges from $500 to $5000 per year.

6. Are cash/plus benefits included in the hospitalization plan?
   Yes, cash/plus benefits are included in the hospitalization plan. You can use them for any medical expenses incurred.

7. Can cash/plus benefits be used for out-of-state hospitals?
   Yes, cash/plus benefits can be used for any hospital located in the United States.

8. How do I file a claim for cash/plus benefits?
   To file a claim for cash/plus benefits, you must submit a claim form along with supporting documentation to your insurance provider. The claim form can be obtained from your insurance provider's website or by calling their customer service line.

9. What is the policy's coverage for inpatient hospitalization?
   The policy covers inpatient hospitalization, outpatient surgery, and certain preventative services.

10. How can I maximize my benefits?
    To maximize your benefits, you should:
    a. Choose a plan that best meets your needs.
    b. Make sure you understand your policy coverage.
    c. Use cash/plus benefits wisely.
    d. Keep track of your expenses and claim them as necessary.

Here's Why—National-Ben Franklin Cash/Plus Policy is Your Best Protection for the Lowest Cost.

Claims PAID FAST!

You Risk Nothing with the $1-BACK GUARANTEE...But Delay Could Lose You Up to Hundreds of Dollars...Mail Enrollment TODAY

- You Risk Nothing
- Your Premiere Plan means you never have to pay back premiums
- No risk of losing anything
- You get paid back on the $1-BACK GUARANTEE...But delay could lose you up to hundreds of dollars
- Mail Enrollment TODAY

24.1. Where should I send my enrollment form?
The enrollment form includes all necessary information for your family. Remember to include all dependents, even if they are not ill or injured. The enrollment form can be sent to the nearest enrollment office or submitted online. You can also request a hard copy of the enrollment form by calling the customer service line.

24.2. How will I receive the cash/plus benefits?
You will receive cash/plus benefits by deducting the cash/plus amount from your gross income. The cash/plus amount is a percentage of your income and is calculated based on your gross income and the number of dependents claimed.
ANDY CAPP

WAIT TILL I GET MY HANDS ON THAT LITTLE DEVIL! 

COME DOWN ERE-I

JUST 'OW DRUNK WERE YOU LAS'NIGHT?!

DRUNK ENOUGH 'T CREEP INTO YOUR MOTHER'S ON ME WAY ONE AN LEAVE A BAG OF ER FAVOURITE ROTATO CREEPS BY ER BEDSIDE

AN' THEN HIDE 'ER TEETH!!

NO SENSE OF HUMOUR

Bop!

Bus Horton Ford Presents

CARNIVAL of BARGAINS

DEMO SALE

'72 COUNTRY SQUIRE

$1260.00

'DEMO

'72 GALAXIE 500 Hardtop

$3399.00

$3799.00